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Melinda and P:                                              
                                                            
"Treason does never prosper, what's the reason?             
 For if it prospers, none dare call it treason."*           
                                                            
You ought to read your (our) Declaration of Independence    
again and find out what Revolution is about.  Not only does 
it assert our Right to Revolution, it states quite clearly  
that We have the Right to violent Revolution: "That whenever
Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is 
the Right of the People to alter or abolish it..."  Alter or
abolish means violent Revolution as those who endorsed those
words had been engaged in the glorious process of killing   
the British occupation forces for more than a year, begin-  
ning April 19, 1775, and had pledged their Lives, Fortunes  
and sacred Honor to achieve this noble purpose.             
                                                            
The Declaration further states that "when a long train of   
abuses and usurpations...evinces a design to reduce them    
under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their    
duty, to throw off such Government..."  Throw off means     
violent Revolution and Benj. Franklin addressed the very    
real threat of treason by counseling his Brothers: "We must 
hang together, else we will all hang separately."           
So how are We today to apply this example to the current    
menace of creeping corporate fascism?  Now, as then, a      
majority of Americans are against any change in the status  
quo.  All governments everywhere, now as then, derive their 
JUST powers from the "consent of the governed."             
                                                            
You both seem to indicate that the ballot should take pre-  
cedence over the bullet,as well it should, but We must dis- 
cover the point where the People cease to consent to the    
various depredations foisted on them by the government and  
make a stand against their oppressor.  That point has been  
reached and can be seen in contrast with the very solution  
that you both advocate.  Voting.  Today We can see the      
People have WITHDRAWN their consent to be governed by re-   
fusing to participate in the peaceful process of voting.    
                                                            
Today more People refuse to vote, even in Presidential      
elections, than come to the polls.  The MAJORITY now store  
NO faith and credit in the current government, seeing the   
government as responsible for the steep decline in our      
living standards as well as being the special protector of  



privilege and enforcer for the ruling class.  This tells us 
the government no longer has legitimacy and like any other  
sickness or parasite, must be gotten rid of.                
Melinda, please don't be so trusting and naive about the    
government as the Feds themselves have given lie to your    
statement: "Don't threaten the Feds and you will be safe."  
The Weaver family tried to get and stay as far from the Feds
as they could, yet the Feds sought them out and gunned them 
down.  In 1770 we had the Boston Massacre and in 1992 the   
Ruby Ridge Massacre.  Today if you exercise your First      
Amendment rights the Feds will kill you.  This is a fact and
as there have been no prosecutions for this conduct, but in-
stead medals awarded, it has come to "kill them before they 
kill you."                                                  
                                                          >>
Treason doesn't prosper, but Revolution does.  Look at this 
great Nation Revolution produced! But now the government has
been occupied by a tiny group of wealthy people who use     
their money to bribe the crooked politicians to pass laws   
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Taking up arms against the US government is an act of       
treason.I hate the fact that they were involved with the    
overthrow of Allende and American involvement with Castro   
in the defeat of Bautista,but I would not welcome the       
overthrow of our government by ANYBODY.If you disagree with 
the leadership,register and VOTE.I would rather trust the   
Government than face the tyranny of loose canons.If you     
carry guns agains the Government you will GURANTEE that you 
will face gunfire.Don't threaten the feds and you will be   
safe.                                                       
                                                            
Melinda                                                     
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From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Was this the same son who lunched with John Hinckley's      
brother on the day of the Reagan shooting and later         
destroyed Silverado S&L, costing the taxpayers million$ and 
walked?  It must be nice to have Blood in high places!      
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To the Sandinistas the Contrra were terrorists but to us,   
freedom fighters.  Used to be the U.S. government could be  
counted on to at least pay lip service to freedom but looks 
whats happening in Hong Kong.  In 11 months six million     
freedom loving capitalists will lose their liberty to a     
blood-drenched tyranny but American "leaders" just grin and 
tote up all the contributions they'll receive from Wall     
Street corporations that will make big profits dealing with 
China.                                                      
                                                            
Do you suppose if someone in Hong Kong takes up arms against
the current and/or future oppressors the current U.S. gov't 
will support them like it supported the Contras, the Afghan 
freedom fighters and UNITA?  I don't think so.  That's one  
reason why we have to take up arms against the U.S. govern- 
ment:  They have taken a hard turn toward tyranny and WE are
next.                                                       
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Hope you saw THE SIMPSONS episode where ex-President        
Bush moves across the street from the Simpsons              
                {when's the last time a US President visited
VERY funny       families of non-military plane crash??}    
                                                            
I agree with your logic and think the #800 catastrophe      



was manufactured in Washington DC to get a conviction       
for JOSSEF in the World Trade Center Bombing                
                                                            
The trial began 6 mos ago with a HEIGHTENED TERRORIST ALERT 
AT ALL US AIRPORTS, then the day the trial goes to jury     
TWA FLIGHT #800 crashes                                     
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Let us not also forget that Georgie also had Sadham on a    
multi-billion dollar allowance to offset the arms balance   
created when the previous adminsitration sold arms to Iran  
with the intended result of providing money for the Contras.
Our soldiers faced missiles bought by American money in the 
Persian Gulf War!!! What a weasel! I always loved that old  
Reagan lie....We will not deal with terrorists.They sold    
them missiles,though.                                       
                                                            
Melinda                                                     
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Tom Brokaw NBC Nightly News, Tuesday July 23, 1996:         
                                                            
"Its now been six days since TWA Flight 800 blew up and of  
course there's been a lot of frustration for the families of
the victims and from the public hungry for information and  
answers on what caused this tragedy.  However, as we all    
know, finding the facts is often very slow going.           
                                                            
"Take another major air disaster, the 1988 bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland.  It took six days for  
investigators to conclude it was a bomb, but it wasn't until
three years later that officials concluded two Libyans used 
a time bomb in a suitcase to blow the plane up. The suspects



still have not gone to trial because Libya won't release    
them."                                                      
                                                            
Tom Brokaw, a leading apologist for the ruling class, has   
yet again used his air time to mislead millions of Americans
about the truth in world events.  While its true the fingers
pointed at Libya three years after the bombing, what Tom    
DIDN'T remind us of is the FACT that those same fingers had 
pointed at Syria up until the three year mark.              
                                                            
That is, for nearly three years the "experts" blamed terror-
ists operating out of Syria with the aid of the government  
of Syria and its blood soaked leader Assad, the butcher of  
Hama for the Lockerbie bombing.                             
                                                            
Syria was on the list of terrorist states.  Then, suddenly, 
Syria was removed from the list of terrorist states and     
viola! a new "usual suspect" was rounded up.  Libya.  All   
the experts and investigators suddenly concluded "new facts"
pointed at Libya and three years of accusations, sanctions  
and approbations were suddenly lifted.  Why?                
                                                            
Because George Bush wanted to be re-elected President! About
three years after Lockerbie Iraq invaded oil rich Kuwait    
and threatened oil rich Saudi Arabia and Georgie Boy figured
this would be a good way to prove his "leadership" abilities
and rack up high scores in the public opinion ratings.      
                                                            
Georgie began running around putting together the famous    
Gulf coalition and it turned out that the linch-pin of the  
alliance was to be...ta da...Syria!  Assad's participation  
would cement the Arab forces against Hussien (Assad's chief 
nemesis-  more so than hated Israel) and so Georgie had to  
pull him in and make him presentable.  Statesman Georgie,   
politician Georgie, desperate liar Georgie, managed to get  
Syria and Assad OFF the terrorist list and INTO his company 
at a Desert Shield Summit in Vienna.  So to engineer all    
this Syria was absolved of Lockerbie and Libya substituted. 
                                                            
It sounded pretty hokey to me but the American People bought
it.  Brokaw and his ilk help out their buddies in the       
Washington/Wall Street Axis while We the People get fed a   
lot of lies and dis-information in order to pave the way for
some creep's re-election.                                   
                                                            
Who knows what lies they will tell us on the current bombing
but we can bet the suspects WON'T come from any of the      
terrorist  camps in Syria or Syrian occupied Lebanon.       
                                                            
No wonder Assad was grinning in Cairo.  Kadaffi too.        
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